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Branding & Distinctiveness 
We create, we design and we 
exhibit; we are brand creators!

Web Design & Development
Get custom designs, mobile 
responsive retina display portfolio 
websites with us.

Digital Marketing Gurus
Planning campaigns, launching 
products online and creating the 
social buzz!

SEO Services
We rank your website, set your 
Adwords and position you right 
at the first page! 

Content Writing
Get creative and professional 
content with us.

Mobile Applications
Customized mobile applications on 
platforms like iOS and Android

Our Brisk and Creative 

Solutions



Together
we make

good stuff

HITS is a big name now and the family is growing and 
getting better. We have experienced in-house profes-

sionals for all our services and the company is launch-
ing new products in the market as well. As a team, 

we are creative, committed and confident about our 
services. We have a global network and we are serving 

clients world-wide. Our streamline process, creative 
techniques and constant updates in achieving the 

maximum is our forte. 

We are bunch of creative geeks 

and shining entrepreneurs

connected globally!



Your Input and Our Expertise 
Makes it better! 

Creating something is a mutual effort 
always. We believe that the client’s
input is imperative in this regard. 
Amalgam of the inputs and our 
creativity produces startling results. 

Client’s Valuable Input #

Your valuable briefs and 
inputs let us understand 

your vision. 

Creative Design and
Development Approach!!

With your inputs, we design 
and later develop an 

amazing product.



HEXAGONAL

Mission

HEXAGONAL

Vision

To make HITS one of the biggest digital 
agencies in UAE by Expo2020.

To provide Digital and IT Solutions to clients 
globally.



Branding & Distinctiveness
We create, we design and we 
exhibit; we are brand creators!

Designing professional newsletters, creative company logos and 
thorough company profiles with custom UI/UX design and a creative 
approach in order to meet current standards. We believe in providing 
the best, creative and unique designs to our clients. Our design 
standards are impeccable and we use all the advance technologies 
and softwares in order to make sure, we live up to client’s 
expectations every single time. 

We have in-house professionals who are experienced, creative and 
competitive. Our streamline process allows us to deliver quality 
designs, creating brand recognition and providing an identity to a 
company. We make sure we deliver quality design every single time 
and we not only say it, we mean it! 





BYPASS21
Create a new E-Portal 
Website Using
CMS System

Design PSD + Frontend & Backend

Responsive + Retina Ready

A good and professional website is a must today. We provide a 
completely mobile responsive, retina display and customized design 
website with essentials of good content, aligned structure and social 
media integration. We cover PHP, Magento, Asp.net, WordPress, 
HTML, HTML5, CSS and CSS3 along with various frameworks and 
animations. We make sure our work looks creative and the website 
brings all elements to life which the client has asked.

Design and Development is core of your online presence. Getting your 
website done from a professional team will help you professionally in 
reaching to the maximum clients. We cover all websites from static 
to Dynamic and from portfolio websites to company/firm websites. 
We provide e-commerce websites, online portals and complete
integration of payments gateway along with API’s where needed. 

Web Design & Development
Get custom designs, mobile 
responsive retina display portfolio web-
sites with us.

Enjoy Travelling with us!



WHITE APEX
Create Traveling Website Using
CMS System

Design PSD + Frontend & Backend

Responsive + SEO

KING MUSCLE
Create a new Website 

Design PSD + Frontend & Backend

Responsive + Social Media Marketing

XTREME
Create Events Management
Website Using
CMS System

Design PSD + Frontend & Backend

Responsive + SEO + SMM



Digital Marketing Gurus
Planning campaigns, launching 
products online and creating the 
social buzz

We create to convince and we approach to get applause. We are 
digital marketing experts and we providing social media marketing 
assistance at all levels and at all platforms. Whether it is Facebook 
or Twitter or its Youtube with Instagram, we are providing you with 
complete digital support. We make sure we give engaging content, 
increase and boost your reach to the potential audience and update 
your official pages regularly. We interact with people online, create a 
community and later it reflects in the response you receive. 

We are offering complete maintenance and support for social media 
marketing. Setting up campaigns, running ads and interacting with 
audiences globally by providing them with good content, related to 
your company/organization is what we do dexterously. We not only 
maintain the pages, we design posts, and we implement digital
strategies and execute them in order to get maximum results.





Bringing your company to the top and getting maximum visibility on 
Google is imperative. We are SEO experts and we make sure we do 
it for you. Now-a-days, people do Google you and for that reason you 
need to be at the first page on all the competitive keywords in order 
to get maximum response. SEO is a technique which will help you in 
reaching the top on Google. We are experts in SEO and we rank your 
websites on various keywords. 

Setting Google Adwords, running campaigns with Bing, Yahoo and 
Google plus working on your site’s SEO is what we offer. We provide 
you with weekly reports and make sure you get complete
competitor’s analysis for the keywords they are using. We use Google 
Analytics tool and prepare keywords list for your business. Overall, 
SEO is adjective to your position and presence on Google.  

SEO Services
We rank your website, set your 
Adwords and position you right 
at the first page!





We write content that sells! We have in-house content writers who 
make sure your content is flawless, vibrant enough to attract readers 
and is SEO optimized as well. We provide all sorts of content ranging 
from website content to article writing and from blogging to business 
plans. We are experts at press releases, letters and contracts. Our 
writers have pertinent experience and they deliver what is required.

Writing says everything about your company and what you have! A 
good write up will not only help you leaving a good impression on 
others but will showcase your company’s standard and panache. So, 
choose wisely; choose HITS! 

Content Writing
Get creative and professional 
content with us.





Mobile Applications
Customized mobile applications on 
platforms like IOS and Android

Now-a-days we have moved to a digital world where everything is 
controlled digitally and is managed by mobile applications. Whether 
you have to manage your staff or shopping or it’s your traveling for 
personal and professional purposes; you use a mobile app. We 
provide customized mobile apps for all your needs. We make sure 
that you get everything on a single touch, which not only saves your 
time but makes the process swift, smart and affective. 

Design and Development is core of your online presence. Getting your 
website done from a professional team will help you professionally in 
reaching to the maximum clients. We cover all websites from static 
to Dynamic and from portfolio websites to company/firm websites. 
We provide e-commerce websites, online portals and complete 
integration of payments gateway along with API’s where needed. 





let’s get

started
Available 24/7 to serve you, and 

we are just an email or a call away! 
Contact us right now.

| #hitsofficialuae

+971 56 4218 091
+1 917 463-6123
info @hitsofficialuae.com
info @hitsofficial.us

www.hitsofficial.us
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